
 
 
 
December 1, 2022 
 
 

Dear Mayor Lyles and Charlotte City Council Members, 

I’m pleased to present you with the Charlotte Regional Visitors Authority (CRVA) Annual Report for Fiscal Year 2022 
(FY22). At the CRVA, we feel incredibly fortunate to lead the region’s visitor economy and to manage the City-owned 
venues with which we are entrusted. For the one in nine people in Charlotte whose jobs are dependent on a vital and 
healthy tourism industry and the millions of visitors who experience Charlotte through travel, it is a responsibility we 
do not take lightly. We appreciate your commitment to the CRVA and to the Charlotteans who rely on the visitor 
economy for their economic stability and wellbeing.  

This year, the City and CRVA collaborated on several initiatives to enhance destination assets and drive economic 
prosperity. From infrastructure investments such as the Charlotte Convention Center expansion to safely and 
successfully hosting high-profile events like the T.D. Jakes Ministries International Leadership Summit, USA Fencing, 
and American Public Works Association Expo, we thank the City for its partnership in advancing Charlotte’s visitor 
economy and the positive impact it has on all who live, work and play here.  

A healthy tourism sector raises the region's profile with visitors, showcases the community’s southern hospitality, 
helps support broader economic development initiatives, upward mobility and revenue to invest in our community. 
Strengthening the community’s economic position and vitality provides opportunity for all people in the region. The 
benefits of a strong visitor economy reach across a community, including employment opportunities, local business 
support, visitor spending and increased quality of life. 
 
The City and CRVA work together to position Charlotte as the Southeast’s most sought-after destination for visitors, 
conventions and strategic events. Through our partnership, we are committed to future-focused planning that allows 
us to invest in assets and strategic marketing that spur this component of economic development. The CRVA strives 
to be a careful steward of the dollars entrusted to it and appreciates the City’s support of the tourism industry and the 
long-lasting dividends it consistently generates for the Charlotte region. 
 
I encourage you to read more about our year in review as detailed in this document. We welcome the opportunity to 
continue the dialogue. Thank you.   
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 
 

Tom Murray 
Chief Executive Officer 
 



Charlotte Regional Visitor Authority FY22 Highlights 
• CRVA activities directly generated $681 million in economic impact for the community through leisure 

advertising, meetings and events, and venue operations. 
 

• CRVA-managed venues generated revenues of $41.9 million. 
 

• CRVA paid marketing efforts generated $38.2 million in hotel revenue and 4.3 million hotel and flight 
searches and bookings for Charlotte.  
 

• Since restarting paid media in fall FY21, recovery campaign efforts in total through FY22 have collectively 
generated $68.3 million in hotel revenue and 423,112 room nights. 
 

• The Charlotte Convention Center hosted 141 events with 266,220 in total attendance, producing $13 million 
in revenue and surpassing budget by 4.2 percent.  
 

• The NASCAR Hall of Fame generated $55 million in economic impact, drawing overnight visitors from 
across the country and internationally. 
 

• Visit Charlotte secured 313 total bookings equaling 349,643 definite room nights for future years, an 
increase of 55 percent over FY21 figures.  
 

• City of Charlotte and Hornets Sports & Entertainment agree to extend the lease on the Spectrum Center 
through 2045, with the City Council agreeing to make a capital investment of $215 million.  
 

• The Charlotte Regional Film Commission reported $40.2 million in total film-related spending, with 7,322 
hotel rooms booked and approximately 1,200 local crew hired.  
 

• Approximately $6.9 million was invested in capital improvements for CRVA-managed venues.  
 
 

  



Organizational Overview 
The Charlotte Regional Visitors Authority (CRVA) works to deliver experiences that uniquely enrich the lives of our 
visitors and residents. Through leadership in destination development, marketing and venue management expertise, 
the CRVA leads efforts to maximize the region’s economic potential through visitor spending, creating jobs and 
opportunities for the community. Brands supported by the CRVA include the Charlotte Convention Center, Bojangles 
Coliseum, Ovens Auditorium, NASCAR Hall of Fame, Spectrum Center, Charlotte Regional Film Commission, Visit 
Charlotte and Visitor Info Centers in conjunction with the region’s place brand.  

 
STRATEGIC APPROACH 

The CRVA’s current five-year Strategic Plan for FY19 – FY23 continued to guide our direction, efforts, and resources 
in FY22. The collaborative nature of our work requires strong internal and external relationships collectively focused 
on our vision and mission. Our strategy calls for a balanced approach to organizational success: focused on investing 
in our people and culture, excelling at our core business functions, reinforcing strong financial management and 
driving impact to the community.  

As effects of the ongoing pandemic waned and business began to return, we were faced with new challenges of 
staffing and rising wage and supply costs. The key pillars of our strategy and culture provided a solid foundation upon 
which organizational agility, innovation, and adaptability could rise to meet the evolving landscape. Balancing 
dynamic organizational needs and resources to achieve annual goals and business initiatives is a key facet of our 
strategic planning and decision making.  

The CRVA’s strategic approach, evidence-based 
decision making, thoughtful management of 
resources, disciplined execution of strategy and 
emphasis on developing and sustaining an 
employee-first culture is a proven combination for 
maximizing economic potential through visitor 
spending. These organizational tenets sustained and 
guided us through this year’s challenges and will 
continue to do so into the future. 

As a community leader, we understand the 
importance of intentionally looking for and leveraging strategic opportunities that will create future growth and 
prosperity. The CRVA is committed to setting and pursuing aspirational goals for our company as well as our 
community and improving the quality of life for everyone who lives here. 
 
CULTURE 

The CRVA’s success is shared among its employees, and our employee-first culture is critical to achieving our 
mission and vision. It takes each and every team member working together to lead with excellence. Listening to our 
team members and empowering them to deliver memorable experiences ensures a healthy and thriving visitor 
economy. Our goals are achieved through a “ONE CRVA” approach, which aligns and maximizes the full 
complement of organizational talent and resources in the most efficient and productive way. 

THE CRVA’S STRATEGIC APPROACH, EVIDENCE-
BASED DECISION MAKING, THOUGHTFUL 

MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES, DISCIPLINED 
EXECUTION OF STRATEGY AND EMPHASIS ON 

DEVELOPING AND SUSTAINING AN EMPLOYEE-FIRST 
CULTURE IS A PROVEN COMBINATION FOR 

MAXIMIZING ECONOMIC POTENTIAL  
THROUGH VISITOR SPENDING. 



Employee engagement is one of the primary internal performance indicators we routinely monitor related to the 
CRVA’s organizational excellence. We’ve worked hard to identify and strengthen factors that lead to motivated and 
inspired employees. To measure employee engagement, the CRVA partners with Qualtrics, an expert in employee 
experience data and analysis, to conduct an annual comprehensive survey called CRVA VOICE. For FY22, the 
overall engagement index was 85 percent favorable, placing the organization within the Top 17 percentile of 1,200 
benchmarked national companies across a variety of industries, and only one percentage point away from our 
aspirational goal of being in the Top 10 percentile. Specifically, aggregated responses indicated strengths in the 
areas of employees understanding how they contribute to the CRVA’s overall success, our ability to deliver 
memorable customer experiences and feeling that 
everyone is treated with respect regardless of 
individual differences.  
 
The CRVA is committed to being representative of 
the many faces that shape Charlotte’s character and 
strengthen its unity. To underscore that commitment, 
the CRVA invested in a new full time, Director of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion who will partner with leaders and team 
members across the organization to further embed diversity, equity and inclusion into business operations, learning 
and development, recruitment and retention, and external partnerships. 

Our commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion is rooted in our Core Values and viewed as a responsibility of 
everyone at the CRVA. Leveraging previous work in FY21 by the employee-led Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI) 
task force, FY22 saw the evolution to an enhanced DEI Employee Advisory Committee with the following priorities: 

• To promote a culture of diversity, inclusion, and equitability that values and respects individual differences of 
all racial and ethnic backgrounds, gender identities and expressions, sexual orientation, neurodiversity, age, 
religion and/or spiritual affiliation and experiences. 
 

• To research and activate measurable programs to enhance the CRVA’s inclusive and equitable culture 
through learning and development, policies and procedures, community engagement, business practices, 
compliance and performance expectations. 
 

• To execute innovative ways the CRVA can recruit, manage performance, and compensate equitably and 
based on merit. To develop programs to help the CRVA provide equal access to employees for skills and 
career development.  
 

• To propose specific and measurable ways the CRVA can foster an environment in which individual 
differences and contributions are recognized and valued. 

 
This ongoing and important work will drive investments in the future of diversity, equity and inclusion at the CRVA, 
positioning us as an employer of choice where team members feel valued, heard and celebrated. 

Just as the CRVA values the talents and skills of diverse individuals to help execute its mission, the organization is 
also focused on creating equitable access for Minority and Women Business Enterprises (MWBE) to bid and 
contracting opportunities. We continuously seek to expand the supply chain so that it reflects the diversity of 
Charlotte's guests, customers and the broader community.  

THE CRVA IS COMMITTED TO BEING 
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MANY FACES  
THAT SHAPE CHARLOTTE’S CHARACTER  

AND STRENGTHEN ITS UNITY. 



In FY22, the CRVA took steps to improve its engagement and outreach, holding an MWBE Vendor Forum and 
making connections with the City, State and several organizations with similar goals. The CRVA also enhanced its 
MWBE vendor database and intentionally worked to expand the role of its existing Contract Manager to include 
vendor diversity specifically. Strengthening engagement in the MWBE program is critical to the CRVA’s goal of 

ensuring those we do business with reflect the 
community’s diversity, and aligns directly with 
the organizational mission of elevating 
community prosperity.  

As we transitioned out of the height of the 
pandemic, the CRVA adapted to new ways of 
operating. These changes were made through 
the lens of our employee-first culture and the 
desire to maintain business continuity and 

protect our industry’s recovery. The CRVA took a thoughtful and measured approach in offering hybrid and flexible 
work arrangements for eligible employees. Expanded learning and development opportunities, consistent 
communication and a focus on employee health and wellness remained important components of CRVA’s culture.  

These initiatives, combined with ongoing leadership and influence from our established Employee Advisory 
Committees which focus on innovation, risk and safety, and employee recognition, have led to a stronger 
organization that will better serve the future needs of our team members, customers, industry and region. 

 
FINANCIAL APPROACH 

Throughout FY22, the CRVA sought to make sound business decisions during uncertain times, with a focus on 
resource management. Operationally and financially the fiscal year yielded strong results. Operating revenues were 
increased and expenses contained. Those actions helped us grow the strategic fund balance in a way that will 
position the CRVA for years to come and prepare us to face various challenges. We are grateful for the strong 
external support received from the City as well as additional external pandemic recovery funding from federal 
sources.  

Talent acquisition, retention, staffing, meeting the expectations of current team members, and the evolution of hybrid 
work environments were a few of the primary issues facing CRVA's leaders as business returned. We relied heavily 
on our full- and part-time staff to an extent not seen since 2018 and 2019, two of our busiest years on record. 
Managing our people resources with skill and dexterity was required. We were acutely aware that the CRVA was 
competing with other employers for the same skilled, motivated workers, so we focused on delivering competitive 
benefits and scheduling opportunities to ensure employees retained desired flexibility, where possible, to position 
CRVA as an employer of choice. 
  
The CRVA invested in customer experience improvements, strengthened part-time and full-time staff, supplemented 
existing staff with external support and celebrated team members for their dedication to our mission and goals. While 
we faced challenges of higher costs for utilities, food, and other resources as customers and visitors returned to our 
managed venues, we navigated challenges with disciplined and thoughtful leadership. Marketing programs and 
business development received additional investments. We know that in the next few years, in our destination 
stewardship role, we must continue to invest resources strategically to benefit the Charlotte region in the long-term.  
 



DESTINATION MARKETING 
 

CRVA Marketing and Communications continued to remain nimble in its efforts related to the evolving pandemic 
landscape in FY22. With leisure demand leading recovery, the CRVA honed in on three key areas: 1) Effectively 
connecting with prospective visitors via relevant, timebound messaging and calls to action in a 300-mile radius;  
2) utilizing hospitality businesses as a means to illustrate the many reasons to visit Charlotte; and 3) continuing to 
find ways to build on the place branding momentum that was launched in 2018 within the customer journey lifecycle. 
 
As in previous years, the CRVA continued to target a 300-mile radius around Charlotte for its 11 key paid media 
markets in addition to targeting Charlotte to connect with residents who host visiting friends and relatives. During this 
time, road trips were still topping travel planning lists meaning the drive market strategy the CRVA has had in place 
complemented seamlessly; however, the message was tailored to meet the demands of a changing environment.  
 

 

Priorities for FY22 included continued growth with conversion-centric marketing approaches such as promoting “Book 
Now” messaging tied to the enhanced “Places to Stay” section featuring an embedded online travel agency (OTA) on 
charlottesgotalot.com as well as the Explore Charlotte Marketplace, which launched its first product, the Charlotte 
Brew Badge in spring 2022. Additional priorities included refining digital marketing strategies to create more seasonal 
and timebound campaigns, navigating data privacy regulations related to how to best evolve digital advertising 
practices, effectively transitioning paid media creative needs to match the shifting environmental landscape and 
expanding multicultural marketing approaches. 
 



Recovery-oriented television, digital and print creative first introduced in FY21 depicted the current COVID reality, but 
worked to inspire prospective trips to Charlotte using authentic visuals and experiences. While television continued to 
lead the media mix making up nearly 40 percent, a strong digital advertising presence was bolstered alongside digital 
content partnerships with national and regional media outlets such as Garden & Gun, Smithsonian Magazine, Local 
Palate and Our State in addition to travel platform partnerships such as Lonely Planet and TravelZoo. These content 
partnerships have become a cornerstone of CRVA’s media strategy to tell the dynamic stories that best represent 
what visitors are looking for in a destination and to create compelling, timely reasons to visit. 

 
Digital creative focused on three forms of display campaign creative, a seasonally updated version of “Your Room is 
Ready” encouraging “Book Now” messaging, a general awareness marketing campaign dedicated to leveraging 
messaging targeted at previously established digital personas and the Charlotte Brew Badge product. Digital media 
tools such as programmatic retargeting which allows for sequencing different ads in a user’s online experience based 

Examples of the robust and omnichannel media mix the CRVA utilizes to tell the destination story; Clockwise from top: television spots running in 12 media 
markets; two-page spread ads running in regional lifestyle and hyperlocal city magazines; digital display targeting behavioral affinities; influencer marketing with 
internationally renowned storytellers; content partnerships that showcase brand themes and timely reasons to visit.  



on their behavior or paid social vehicles such as Facebook’s Instant Experiences were utilized featuring seasonal 
and timely visuals and activities to build frequency for the Charlotte message. 
 
Results 
As a result of both organic and paid digital support, year-over-year leisure efforts driving to the website saw a 35 
percent increase in sessions and 51 percent increase in goal completions (i.e. web activity that showed an intent to 
learn more and/or plan a visit) as pandemic-related closings decreased and travel increased. Charlottesgotalot.com 
recorded over 3.3 million website sessions, while paid social, paid search, programmatic and publisher direct efforts 
earned 43.4 million impressions collectively. These efforts for FY22 generated $38.2 million in hotel revenue and  
4.3 million hotel and flight searches and bookings for Charlotte. Since restarting paid media in fall FY21, recovery 
campaign efforts in total through FY22 have generated $68.3 million in hotel revenue and 423,112 room nights. 
 
Additionally, a recent Advertising Perception Study was completed by CRVA Research, which measures awareness 
of paid media efforts and determines how that awareness impacts perception. The study focuses on the CRVA’s four 
key brand themes of arts & culture, diversity & inclusion, culinary and outdoor recreation. Approximately 66 percent 
of the individuals living in the CRVA’s 12 target market areas have been exposed to advertising efforts, indicating an 
impressive and extensive reach (up from 49 percent year-over-year). The study saw key perception gains in areas 
such as culinary, diversity & inclusion and arts & culture. The top five attributes of the study spotlighted the city’s 
culinary, shopping and entertainment prowess saying Charlotte has a “wide variety of restaurant options,” “excellent 
nightlife and entertainment,” “lots of things to see and do,” “exceptional dining experiences” and being a “great city for 
local breweries, craft beer and cocktails.”  
 
Operational Performance 

 
BOJANGLES ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX 

The historic Bojangles Entertainment Complex (BOplex), consisting of Bojangles 
Coliseum and Ovens Auditorium, remains a vital component in the economic 
health of East Charlotte and a treasured community gathering space. 
 

While FY21 saw the BOplex welcome guests for non-traditional bookings like vaccination clinics and early voting, 
FY22 saw activity return with more familiar ticketed events, smashing complex records in multiple areas of the 
business. After slowly building for several months, the volume of activity intensified significantly starting in September 
2021, boosted by the momentum of a sold-out performance by Rauw Alejandro in July and a nationally televised live 
broadcast of AEW, highlighting the diversity of offerings at the historic venues. 
   
The volume of events provided the complex the opportunity to set numerous records in FY22: 
   

• Record revenue, over $11M for the fiscal year, nearly $2M higher than FY19  
• $35.1M in total estimated economic impact  
• Total attendance just short of 400,000 ticketed patrons for events  
• Record Net Promoter Scores, an indicator of customer satisfaction  

 



In partnership with Blumenthal Performing Arts, September brought the return of the Broadway smash hit WICKED, 
having last played Ovens Auditorium in January 2016. More than 70,000 patrons attended the 32-performance run, 
setting other financial and attendance records. Bojangles Coliseum continued its strong performance, highlighted by 
a sold-out show by Grupo Firme in October.   
 
The Charlotte Checkers kicked off their ‘21-22 season in October as well, fresh off a new team affiliation with the 
Florida Panthers and featuring a roster of select players from the Seattle Kraken, whose facility was not yet complete. 
The Checkers continued their streak of making the playoffs since returning to Bojangles Coliseum, setting an 
attendance record for the regular season. The team’s partnership with the CRVA as the BOplex’s primary tenant 
plays an important role in both organizations’ success. 
 
Patrons benefitted from numerous changes that took place during the months the complex was unable to host any 
live events. The additional entrance, restrooms and concessions space created by the new connector facility relieved 
some of the pressure in each of these areas during large events. Including the parking fee in the ticket price for 
almost all events was truly transformative to the parking experience for guests, improving efficiencies and adding to 
the overall positive environment of attending an event at the BOplex.   
 

CHARLOTTE CONVENTION CENTER 

The Charlotte Convention Center is a vital part of the Queen City’s’ dynamic 
hospitality industry, welcoming thousands of visitors and guests through its doors 
annually and generating activity that supports local jobs and businesses.  

 
In FY22, the Charlotte Convention Center hosted 141 events with 266,220 in total attendance, including 26 
conventions and trade shows, 18 assemblies, 20 consumer shows and 77 local events. These events enabled the 
Convention Center to surpass budget by 4.2 percent and generate $13 million in revenue for the year.  

The $126.9 million Charlotte Convention Center expansion project broke ground in fall 2019 following years of data, 
surveys, feedback and research. Completed in October 2021, the expansion marked a significant achievement in the 
CRVA’s commitment to deliver an enhanced experience to meet the growing needs of customers and the hospitality 
community. This investment in our industry’s infrastructure directly addressed meeting planner feedback and is 
already bringing new business to the region, increasing Charlotte's competitiveness as a destination and helping to 
solidify the city’s reputation as one of the premier meetings destinations in the Southeast. 

The expansion is also allowing for space maximization and the ability to host multiple events in the building at one 
time. Group business booked into the Convention Center helps drive hotel occupancy, room rates and hospitality tax 
collections throughout the Charlotte region.  

The expansion added more than 50,000 square feet of meeting room and pre-function space, bringing the Charlotte 
Convention Center’s total leasable space to approximately 600,000 square feet. The expansion also included 40,000 
square feet of additional back of house space. Total individual breakout spaces increased from 41 to 55, which 
includes the Crown Ballroom, 50 meeting rooms and the ability to divide the 35,000 square foot Richardson Ballroom 
into four 7,700 square foot breakout spaces. Newly added concourses and corridors include informal meeting areas 
for attendee networking.  



Included in the expansion was an exterior Overstreet pedestrian walkway, which connects the Charlotte Convention 
Center to the adjacent 700-room Westin Charlotte and the LYNX Blue Line light rail stop. This Overstreet pedestrian 
walkway is home to the new public art component 
“SKYLINE” a dynamic LED art installation that was 
created and engineered for the building by the award 
winning Narduli STUDIO, under the leadership of the 
Public Art Commission and Arts & Science Council. 

In the first half of FY22, the sales team navigated 10 
new postponements and 19 new cancellations 
resulting from the Omicron spike in late 2021. The 
second half of the fiscal year saw the return to normal 
business levels with no new postponements or cancellations. Buoyed by the expansion’s impact and waning 
pandemic fears, the Convention Center sales team also saw a positive turn in meeting planner booking sentiment 
and successfully placed $13.7M in rent and catering onto the books for future years.  

The Convention Center continued its enhanced health and safety cleaning protocols and renewed its Global Biorisk 
Advisory Council STAR Facility Accreditation, a recognition of the industry’s highest standards for cleaning and 
disinfection. The State COVID-19 guidance began to loosen in the first quarter, and the convention industry slowly 
returned to executing live events, albeit with reduced attendance. 

The team worked closely with meeting planners to customize safety plans and protocols specific to the needs of each 
convention and maintained flexibility as the COVID-19 environment fluctuated. This included mask wearing, room 
sets for social distancing, linenless classroom tables, high touchpoint and electrostatic cleaning, plexiglass shields in 
concession outlets, no contact Food & Beverage options and cashless transactions.  

The first major convention hosted in FY22 was the International Association of Fire Chiefs in July with 4,000 in total 
attendance. This was followed by SNAC International, American Orthopaedic Foot & Ankle Society, National 
Community Pharmacists Association, Southern Gas Association and the ITSA Annual Meeting.  

Other noteworthy groups hosted by the venue in FY22 included American Public Works Association, National 
Pavement Expo, Abbey Carpet, The Privilege Institute, American 
Society of Civil Engineers, T.D. Jakes Ministries International 
Leadership Summit, Alliance for Academic Internal Medicine, 
USA Fencing, Technical Association of the Pulp & Paper Industry, 
Envestnet Advisor Summit, Society for the Advancement of 
Material and Process Engineering, Associated Professional Sleep 
Societies, IME South, and Electric Power Research Institute.  

 
The team’s service efforts were reflected in several key 
performance indicators, including Net Promoter Scores (NPS), a 

metric used to measure customer satisfaction and the likelihood that they would recommend a product or service. 
The Convention Center ended FY22 at 82 percent, in line with pre-pandemic levels. This is well above what most 
companies consider best-in-class (60s to low 70s) and is reflective of team member and contractor commitment to 
delivering memorable experiences.    

THIS INVESTMENT…IS ALREADY BRINGING NEW 
BUSINESS TO THE REGION, INCREASING 

CHARLOTTE'S COMPETITIVENESS AND  
HELPING TO SOLIDIFY THE CITY’S REPUTATION  

AS ONE OF THE PREMIER MEETINGS  
DESTINATIONS IN THE SOUTHEAST. 



In addition to the completion of the expansion project, other noteworthy projects at the Convention Center included 
replacement of the carpeting throughout the existing spaces to match the new expansion spaces. The installation of 
a new system using treated groundwater to provide make-up water to the building’s cooling towers serving the HVAC 
central plant delivered significant environmental impact, providing over 11 percent of the make-up water used in its 
first six months of operation. Completion of the installation of four new wider step escalator units in the Exhibit Hall 
lobby improved guest safety and enhanced the customer experience.  

To provide for the safety of employees and attendees, the Charlotte Convention Center completed an Operation Joint 
Readiness Active Shooter tabletop exercise. The program was implemented to fully explore and capture the key 
planning, preparedness, security and emergency response functions that must be undertaken by the Convention 
Center and its five supporting partner Public Safety agencies. This collaborative exercise is a part of the continued 
and concerted efforts to strengthen the relationship between the Charlotte Convention Center and the agencies 
which provide first response support during emergencies. 
 

 
NASCAR HALL OF FAME 

The NASCAR Hall of Fame is a unique, dynamic and valued asset in Charlotte and within the 
motorsports industry. It served as a catalyst for development in the Brooklyn Village Avenue 
corridor and continues to make significant contributions to the economic health and vitality of 
the region. Fulfilling an essential aspect of its mission to create economic impact for the 
Charlotte region as a signature, must-experience iconic landmark, the NASCAR Hall 
generated $55 million in economic impact in FY22 by drawing overnight visitors from across 
the country and internationally. 

 
Enshrinement in the NASCAR Hall of Fame is universally considered the pinnacle of a career in NASCAR and is tied 
to the aspirations of so many in a storied industry with deep roots in the Charlotte region. The Hall of Fame has 
emerged as the preferred location for major industry announcements, providing unique insights for our guests and 
proudly serving as the recognized home for honoring NASCAR’s legends, evolving history, celebrated heritage and 
family-oriented traditions. 
 
In FY22, the NASCAR Hall of Fame marked 12 years as a destination-defining asset and valued contributor to the 
local economy, with an impact that reaches well beyond the Charlotte region. 
 

Results   
The NASCAR Hall of Fame continues to find success with a balanced business model in support of its vision of 
operating a premier sports hall of fame. Despite a changing economic landscape and global supply chain challenges, 
the NASCAR Hall’s operating revenue in FY22 totaled $6.8M, which was 22 percent above the intended budget goal 
for the fiscal year. The retail Gear Shop had its best performance since bringing operations in-house, exceeding  
$1M in revenue. 
        
The venue welcomed more than 148,700 total guests in FY22, exceeding FY19 figures by 25 percent. Of critical 
importance to the educational mission of the NASCAR Hall, nearly 8,600 group / students / camp guests experienced 
dynamic STEM-based learning opportunities. More than 22,600 guests enjoyed the unique environment of attending 
private special, convention-related and corporate events hosted in the NASCAR Hall of Fame. The general 



admission attendance of 117,500 was two percent ahead of FY19, driven by the CRVA’s strong leisure recovery 
marketing and the venue’s appeal as a must-visit Queen City attraction.  
 
The NASCAR Hall of Fame achieved a record overall Net Promoter Score (NPS) — a widely used metric of a 
person’s visitor experience — of +84 for FY22, four points above our +80 goal. Generally, companies considered 
best-in-class for customer service average an NPS from +70 to +100. The venue’s favorable NPS is a testament to 
employee training and engagement and is reflective of team members’ commitment to delivering memorable 
experiences. These scores place the NASCAR Hall in the upper echelon of any comparative sets, helping to drive 
positive word of mouth exposure, increasing business referrals and enhancing Charlotte’s perception as a meetings 
and leisure travel destination.   
 
Induction 
The NASCAR Hall of Fame team worked collaboratively with NASCAR on changes as a result of the transition from 

five to three inductees which began with the Class of 
2021. Following a year break in response to the 
pandemic, the 12th annual NASCAR Hall of Fame 
Induction Weekend was held January 20–22, 2022. 
By all accounts through very positive feedback from 
all types of participants, the revamped series of 
events were extremely successful. The class of 2021 
included Dale Earnhardt Jr., Red Farmer and Mike 
Stefanik. The Landmark Award for contributions to 
NASCAR recipient was Ralph Seagraves and the 
Squier-Hall Award for Media Excellence recipient 
was Bob Jenkins. 

 
The selection of the Class of 2023 was concluded in FY22 and includes Inductees Matt Kenseth, Herschel McGriff 
and Kirk Shelmerdine. Mike Helton was selected as the Landmark Award recipient and T. Taylor Warren the Squier-
Hall Award honoree. 
 
Exhibits, Curation & Industry Relations 
The Exhibits team supported the NASCAR Hall’s mission to be recognized as the home for honoring NASCAR’s 
evolving history, celebrated heritage and family-oriented traditions through the regular updating and changing out of 
exhibits. Several noteworthy updates include: 
 
• The Hall of Honor: Renovations were made to the Hall of Honor to adjust space to feature three annual 

Inductees instead of five. Enhancements and modifications included: expanded and enhanced Landmark Award 
Exhibit, extended Inductee Database Exhibit, an interactive exhibit providing images of artifacts and historical 
images of all NHOF inductees and redesigned efforts to allow for increased event capacity by up to 70 percent.   
    

• Martinsville 75th Anniversary Exhibit: The NASCAR Hall was asked by the Martinsville Speedway to highlight 
and help celebrate their 75 years of continuous operation as a NASCAR sanctioned track. Opened in 1947 prior 
to the formation of NASCAR, Martinsville is the only track to have hosted a NASCAR Cup Series race since the 
series’ inception in 1949. Martinsville represents the essence of all forms of NASCAR competition having hosted 



all three national series, many regional series such as the Whelen Modified Tour, as well as grass roots racing 
through the NASCAR Late Model Stock car series. 
 

• “Chevrolet: Winningest Brand in NASCAR Cup History:” This exhibit, featuring eight historic race cars, opened in 
June 2022. A partnership with Chevrolet created the opportunity to celebrate many milestone victories and key 
car models in their motorsports history.  
 

• Annual Exhibits: “Memorable Moments” was updated to reflect the 2021 season, Hall of Honor exhibits and 
videos were refreshed, and Champions cases for the 2021 NASCAR National Series Champions were changed 
out to recognize driver and team accomplishments.  

 
The NASCAR Hall of Fame continues to solidify its reputation as the premier location for honoring NASCAR’s 
evolving history by hosting four of the most significant announcements in NASCAR history over the last 15 months 
including Trackhouse Racing purchasing Chip Ganassi Racing; the merger of Richard Petty Motorsports and 
Gallagher Motorsports into Petty GMS Racing; Brad Keselowski becoming an owner partner and driver with Roush 
Fenway Keselowski Racing; and Kyle Busch going to drive for Richard Childress Racing in 2023.  
 
Community Relations 
A key part of the NASCAR Hall of Fame’s mission is to provide inspiring educational and public program 
experiences. The NASCAR Hall of Fame Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization whose mission includes 
providing economically challenged students in pre-K through 12th grade access to learning opportunities that 
harness our sport’s longstanding tradition of winning through innovation. Together, these efforts serve and enhance 
our greater Charlotte community.  
 
During FY22, the SPARK! Education programs served over 9,000 students regionally, nationally and internationally 
through virtual and in-person efforts. Based on strong demand from the previous year, the Champ’s Camps summer 
programs were expanded from three to five weeks; an additional two weeks of spring break camps were also offered 
to reflect the positive community response. In addition to their financial success, the camps expand the venue’s 
community outreach and help create strong participant affinity. 
 
The NASCAR Hall of Fame Foundation continued to provide 
access to learning opportunities for low-income students. The 
Foundation granted nearly 1,500 students with scholarships, 
equating to 16 percent of the SPARK! Education program 
participants. Additional financial support was provided for 
individual scholarships to summer camps through partnerships 
with Inlivian and Fruitful Friends, a refugee support services 
group. The Foundation also underwrote programming for 
Freedom School Partners, a local nonprofit that seeks to reduce 
summer learning loss.  
 
  



A significant portion of Foundation funds is generated by the annual Over the Edge rappelling event. In FY22, over 
$114,000 was raised from sponsors, race teams, NASCAR Hall Inductees and by 53 participants. Net proceeds 
enable us to provide unique educational experiences to over 3,000 students who otherwise might not be exposed to 
the NASCAR Hall of Fame’s STEM based programming.  
 

SPECTRUM CENTER 
The CRVA continued to successfully support Hornets Sports & Entertainment 
(HSE) and the Charlotte Hornets in all areas of back-of-house servicing and 
operations at Spectrum Center in FY22. Our team’s work directly enhances the 
overall experience the Charlotte community and visitors have at the venue. 

For FY22, operational goals centered on the development of long-term strategies that aligned success of the CRVA 
and HSE and continued to maintain and improve the venue as a valued asset for the City of Charlotte. CRVA 
business initiatives provided the framework for establishing key performance indicators of successful operations, with 
three main areas of focus: 1) operations and preventative maintenance; 2) short-term and long-term capital planning; 
and 3) sustainability.  

Spectrum Center returned to full capacity in the early part of 
FY22 opening the Fall with a large slate of events from 
Disney on Ice to NBA preseason and regular season 
basketball games. Despite an indoor mask mandate to start 
the season, and a COVID-19 cases spike in the winter, 
attendance at Spectrum Center events and NBA games was 
strong, with the venue’s 20 millionth fan walking through the 
doors at the Hornets’ game against the Dallas Mavericks on 
March 19. The Charlotte Hornets were once again an 
exciting draw in Uptown, having a first time NBA All-Star in 
the talented LaMelo Ball and making the NBA Play-In 
Tournament to end their season.  

Maintaining a safe and healthy environment remained a priority for HSE and CRVA in FY22. Spectrum Center was 
able to retain the Global Biorisk Advisory Council STAR Facility Accreditation which it earned the previous year by 
maintaining detailed health, safety, and sanitation measures including a robust quality control program. Additionally, 
the Honeywell Healthy Building dashboard was launched, and the Building Management System was upgraded, 
allowing for enhanced monitoring and control of the facility’s environment. 

The CRVA remained focused on executing facility enhancements, working closely with the Hornets to ensure 
sustainability was at the forefront. The team planned for, installed, and launched the Kolo Smart Washroom program 
to support better fan experiences but also to be more cost effective and sustainable in product use. The Sustainability 
Committee, in partnership with concessionaire Levy Restaurants, composted 30 percent of the arena’s food waste 
this past year. Additionally, the Spectrum Center hosted the first educational Sustainability Lunch activation with 
vendors and local partners which was a certified carbon neutral event.  

FY22 ended on a high note for the Spectrum Center with the City of Charlotte and HSE agreeing to extend their 
lease on the Spectrum Center through 2045, with the City Council agreeing to make a capital investment of $215 
million. This agreement was reached after rigorous evaluation by the HSE and CRVA team into every element of the 



Spectrum Center’s condition, function and fan experience. This meant detailed analysis of MEP, as well as a 
considered approach to what structural components and modifications would not only enhance the facility’s value, but 
also elevate the overall experience of guests and patrons attending events. 

 

VISIT CHARLOTTE 

In the face of lingering impacts from the pandemic, Visit Charlotte ended FY22  
on a strong note with 313 total bookings equaling 349,643 definite room nights 
for future years, an increase of 55 percent over FY21 figures and in line with  
pre-pandemic averages.  

Of the total room nights booked, roughly 40 percent were Convention Center-related groups. Heightened meeting 
planner awareness of the building’s expansion resulted in contracting 15 new pieces of business that the city would 
not have been able to host previously, representing a combined total of more than 87,000 definite room nights.  

Youth and amateur sporting events and sports-related meetings played a significant role in achieving the strong 
results, accounting for 172,749 room nights or 49 percent of the sales team’s total. Smaller meetings/conferences 
contributed 45,442 room nights.  With the expansion and additional breakout space it created, the sales team is now 
able to layer smaller groups simultaneously into the Convention Center, helping to fill hotels when there is not a large 
citywide convention. Room nights generated by sports and smaller meetings are particularly valuable across the 
region because they tend to impact historically slow periods, weekends and suburban hotels that may not 
immediately feel the effect of large Convention Center-related bookings.  

The venue sales team also had a positive year due in large part to high demand for special events and activities like 
corporate teambuilding and other celebratory gatherings postponed or halted because of the pandemic. In total, 
those events produced $977,146 in event revenue at CRVA-managed venues.  

FY22 witnessed a slow yet steady resurgence of meeting planner sentiment and activity, gaining momentum 
throughout the year as client events and industry trade shows returned and individual traveler sentiment improved. In 
the second half of the fiscal year, meeting planners increased their event sourcing and booking activity.  

A total of 108 client site visits to Charlotte occurred in 
the year, compared to 123 visits in FY19, another 
indicator of the industry’s ongoing recovery and 
interest in the Queen City. In total, the team handled 
1.4 million ‘lead’ or potential room nights, coming 
close to 2019’s pre-pandemic volume of 1.8 million – 
a very positive indicator considering the sluggish start 
to FY22. 

With the support of CRVA Marketing and Communications, the Visit Charlotte team enhanced its trade show strategy 
by using research to place targeted digital and print ads to promote the team’s attendance at specific shows. A client 
familiarization tour was also implemented in partnership with Destination Services as a way to highlight the 
Convention Center expansion, the convention district’s connectivity to South End and other surrounding 
neighborhoods via the light rail, and the team’s ability to deliver attendance building resources and marketing support 
to customers.  

HEIGHTENED MEETING PLANNER AWARENESS OF 
THE CONVENTION CENTER EXPANSION RESULTED IN 

CONTRACTING 15 NEW PIECES OF BUSINESS  
THAT THE CITY WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE TO 

HOST PREVIOUSLY. 



Destination Services 
After navigating the worst of the pandemic’s impacts on group activity in Charlotte in FY21, Destination Services — 
which supports events after they are contracted — focused on rebuilding in FY22. Contacts had to be reestablished 
with local service providers and hospitality businesses due to industry staffing changes and shortfalls. As recovery 
picked up momentum, meeting planners and event organizers needed reassurance that the city could meet service 
expectations for their event or meeting. 

The Destination Services team took a strategic approach, prioritizing in-person meetings with Uptown hoteliers and 
then other businesses throughout the year to gain an understanding of operating levels to better help and support 
them, and illustrate the mutual benefits of collaboration and partnership. The result was enhanced communication 
and positive service interactions with clients, underscoring the CRVA’s value as the leader of the region’s visitor’s 
economy. 

Involvement with Visit Charlotte Sales site visits to sell the destination remained an important factor in partnering with 
potential and existing clients. The Destination Services team participated in 12 site visits, assisting in turning 22,523 
total rooms nights definite for future years. As the impacts of the pandemic on meetings began to subside, requests 
for in-person planning visits rose significantly in FY22. The combined team participated in more than 60 planning 
visits for meetings that would take place in Charlotte within an 18-month window.  

Supporting the Sales team with booking business and executing successful events continued to be a key focus. From 
design ideation and creation to event logistics and operations, the “Journey to Charlotte” familiarization tour for 12 
meeting planner clients was a 
tremendous success. The two-day 
program showcased the Convention 
Center’s expansion space, new hotel 
inventory, South End’s bustling 
nightlife and concluded with the 
Journey concert at Spectrum Center. 
This initiative was a collaborative effort 
across several CRVA teams, with 
significant support from brand 
marketing and creative staff.  

The first major convention held in the Convention Center in FY22 was International Association of Fire Chiefs’ Fire 
Rescue International Annual Convention and Expo. With expected total room nights of 12,500 at booking in 2013, the 
event generated 5,331 total room nights. The hotel community was still recovering and services such as dining, 
housekeeping and bell service were limited – if available at all – making coordination and communication with the 
client paramount. Working closely with Visitor Info Center colleagues, the Destination Services team maintained 
accurate lists of open and available dining options, which was key to accommodating attendees’ needs and meeting 
destination expectations. Despite these challenges and a final room night count that was extremely low compared to 
pre-pandemic numbers, the planner was thrilled with the outcome. This is a testament to hard work, the ability to 
anticipate and solve for issues, and an unwavering commitment to service excellence.  

This client-centric approach was key as activity began to pick up after the first of the year. Cheerleading returned with 
2022 Spirit of Hope National Championship in January followed by Volleyball Anarchy’s 2022 Queen City Classic in 
February with National Pavement Expo at the end of the month. T.D. Jakes Ministries was the first major event in 
April with well over 10,000 attendees, followed by two sporting events: National Collegiate Boxing Association and 



USA Fencing Association. Charlotte hosted its first esports event, FACEIT’s 2022 May Major, the second week of 
May, which was followed by conventions each week thereafter. Overall, Destination Services provided support to 35 
conventions/events that took place in the Convention Center.  

During some of these conventions and meetings, clients 
expressed interest in cost saving measures for their 
members and attendees. The Destination Services team 
enhanced and updated the CRVA’s Show Your Badge 
Program, which provides discounted offers designed to drive 
visitation to local businesses and attractions. The targeted 
awareness effort proved successful, with website traffic 
spikes occurring during two large youth sporting events 
where the program was specifically highlighted and 
promoted in partnership with the client.  

In addition to Convention Center-based events,115 conferences/meetings hosted at regional hotels were supported as well 
as 68 amateur sporting events held at Matthews Sportsplex, miscellaneous sports venues and regional park and recreation 
facilities. Citywide sporting events which attracted a high volume of visitors and received services support included the 2021 
MexTour, Duke’s Mayo Classic, ACC Football Championship, Duke’s Mayo Bowl, Big South Conference’s Hercules Tires 
Men’s & Women’s Basketball Championships and the ACC Baseball Championship. 

Partners in Tourism 
Despite the hospitality industry still feeling the ongoing effects of the pandemic throughout FY22, close to 600 
regional companies continued to engage with the CRVA through the Partners in Tourism partnership program. The 
Partnership team focuses on supporting hospitality-related businesses through invaluable exposure, effective 
networking and providing access to industry research and information. CRVA Partners in Tourism became a trusted 
lifeline following the onset and during the height of the pandemic to regional hospitality partners, whether they were a 
hotel, restaurant, attraction or service provider.  

Increased communication and expanded outreach to partners via bi-weekly newsletters continued through 2021 with 
messaging shifting from COVID-19 related resources to CRVA recovery sales and leisure marketing campaigns 
which garnered a positive response. In-person networking returned in November 2021 featuring the just-completed 
Charlotte Convention Center expansion, where over 100 hospitality partners received an update on the CRVA’s 
strategic industry recovery efforts.  

Based on the primary objective of helping businesses connect to opportunities, Partners in Tourism successfully 
adapted their approach to in-person events. Understanding that business leaders were now more selective with their 
attendance, the CRVA team became highly intentional in offering timely and relevant networking events with a strong 
draw and purpose, such as the Immersive Van Gogh exhibit and an exclusive suite experience to celebrate Charlotte 
FC’s inaugural season.  

Recognizing that many local employers were still suffering from the negative impact of the pandemic, a flexible 
renewal plan launched in January 2021 for most partners within the program. This yearlong offer, along with an 
introductory incentive for new partners and an introductory reduced rate for MWBE businesses, produced close to 90 
percent of pre-pandemic YTD revenue with an 86 percent partner retention rate to conclude FY22. Partner 
businesses have shown immense gratitude during the past few years as the CRVA continues to demonstrate the 
value of the Partners in Tourism program and advocates the importance of Charlotte’s visitor economy. 



VISITOR INFORMATION CENTERS 

The Visitor Info Center (VIC) efforts are a tangible support of the delivery of the 
brand promise, embodying a welcoming spirit and providing an excellent 
customer experience to visitors and residents alike. VIC operations, which 
include Charlotte Douglas International Airport, the Charlotte Convention Center 
and an Uptown standalone location on South Tryon Street, experienced 
welcomed increases in activity in FY22 following limited opportunities in FY21.  

Our VIC Airport location was open 52 weeks last year and serviced 141,885 guests, a gain over the previous year. 
Taking advantage of the increase in foot traffic at the airport, high impact digital images showcasing the city, 
attractions, neighborhoods, and other community assets were consistently updated and displayed behind the desk to 
raise awareness of the destination brand and inspire visitation. This year, QR codes were added to several digital 
images for those travelers wanting quick and easy access to charlottesgotalot.com and retail offerings.      

With strategic local and regional distribution points that align and complement CRVA target markets, the team 
successfully distributed all 250,000 copies of the 2021 Official Charlotte City Guide. The airport team distributed 
30,000 guides at the rental car facility and the VIC desk, making this the largest single distribution location.          

The Visitor Services team initiated a mobile visitor desk to 
support groups meeting at the Charlotte Convention Center. 
This concept created more and better engagement with 
attendees, allowing visitor info specialists the ability to provide 
restaurant, attraction and other city information more readily 
while also assisting guests with wayfinding and other needs.   

VIC retail stores have been successful in extending reach by 
introducing a new retail catalog. With the shift of people 
working remotely, foot traffic has softened in Uptown, so we 
created an online retail catalog to showcase retail offerings, 
making it easier to shop with us and place orders over the phone. The dynamic catalog captures locally made and 
Charlotte themed and branded merchandise and easily explains how VIC staff can help curate the perfect gift box. 
Since implementation, there has been a steady rise in corporate orders and increased revenue.       

 

CHARLOTTE REGIONAL FILM COMMISSION 

Film has a synergistic relationship with tourism. Crews that utilize Charlotte as a 
backdrop stay in area hotels, eat in local restaurants and rely on Queen City 
service providers, creating valuable tax revenue that benefits the Charlotte 
community. Over the last several decades, the industry has also created a 

unique talent pool in the city with jobs that rely on and are dedicated to the filming that takes place here. The CRVA 
markets the region’s rich filming history as a competitive advantage to generate awareness and increase visibility. 

In FY22, the 16 counties served by the film commission reported $40,206,062 in total film-related spending, with 
7,322 hotel rooms booked and approximately 1,200 local crew hired. The team responded to 172 leads for a wide 
array of potential projects.  



The Charlotte region played host to Lifetime Television’s “Buried in Barstow” starring Angie Harmon, “Somethin Here” 
from Monarch Media, “The Other Zoe” starring Heather Graham, Drew Starkey and Andie MacDowell, “The Angry 
Black Girl and Her Monster” from Crypt TV starring Laya DeLeon Hayes and Denzel Whitaker and Hallmark’s “To 
Her, with Love.”  All these productions were awarded 
North Carolina Film and Entertainment Grants from the 
State. 

Highlights of the many commercials filmed in the 
region include Ally Bank, Buffalo Wild Wings, Chevy, 
Clorox, Compadre, Doordash, Harris Teeter, 
Honeywell, Hoover, HULU, Invesco, iPacket, John 
Deere, Lenovo, Lexus, NC Education Lottery, Maggiano’s Little Italy, Octapharma, PUMA, RYOBI, SLASH 
DYNAMIC, Sleep Number Bed, Stanley Steemer, Subway, Thomas Built Buses, Three River Land Trust PSA, 
Toyota, Truist, UNC Charlotte, Veterans United and Zoetis. 

A sampling of reality shows filmed in the region include 90 Day Fiancé: The Single Life, American Dream Car, 
Bodycam 4A, Catfish, End of the Rope, First Time Buyer: Season 2, Ghost Hunters: Season 2, How America Works, 
Military Makeover, My Dream Car, Rooms We Love, Tiny House Series, True Crime and Basketball Docuseries. 
  

Operational Summary 
CAPITAL SUMMARY FOR VENUES 

In FY22, approximately $6.9 million was invested in capital improvements for CRVA-managed venues. Noteworthy 
projects included carpet replacement and additional escalator modifications at the Charlotte Convention Center, Hall 
of Honor redesign at the NASCAR Hall of Fame, initial work on parking lot refurbishment at Bojangles Coliseum, 
wireless access improvements at Ovens Auditorium and mechanical systems, audio, and equipment upgrades at 
Spectrum Center.  

FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

For FY22, CRVA-managed venues generated revenues of $41,931,921 and received external financial support 
totaling $42,640,283, which includes $5,614,126 from the Shuttered Venues Operators Grant (SVOG). Operational 
and capital expenses for the fiscal year totaled $74,845,189. The resulting $9,727,015 surplus improved the CRVA 
fund balance. 

In FY22, the CRVA’s operations grew again after seeing a drastic contraction during FY20 and FY21. The CRVA’s 
leadership, advocacy and creativity supported and helped the industry recover and positively affected the region’s 
visitor economy. Higher operating revenues, primarily driven by growth in attendance across all venues and federal 
support through the SVOG funds, helped the organization withstand the pandemic’s devastating effects. 

As of June 30, 2022, after adjusting for non-cash items, the CRVA pre-audited working fund balance is $22,050,182. 
The final audit is available as of December 2022. 

  

THE CRVA MARKETS THE REGION’S RICH FILMING 
HISTORY AS A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE TO 

GENERATE AWARENESS AND INCREASE  
VISIBILITY FOR CHARLOTTE. 



CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
The CRVA is proud of its leadership role in the community — as an advocate for the visitor economy, a supporter of 
the industry and its future talent, and a partner in making the region a better place for those who live and visit here. 
Several FY22 initiatives advanced the organization’s mission and helped positively impact quality of life in the region. 
 
Industry Advocacy 

A healthy tourism sector raises the region's profile with visitors, showcases the community’s hospitality, helps support 
broader economic development initiatives and provides revenue to invest in our community. We also recognize the 
halo effect that place branding efforts create, which generate positive perceptions related not only to tourism, but to 
economic development as well. In recognition of the CRVA’s community impact and the organization’s ability to 
positively influence the future of the region through its work, the Charlotte Business Journal named Tom Murray, the 
CRVA’s Chief Executive Officer, a Most Admired CEO in 2022. 
 
In addition to its regional focus, the CRVA also takes advantage of national campaigns to elevate Charlotte’s profile 
and standing in the hospitality industry. National Travel and Tourism Week (NTTW) is an annual industry tradition 
celebrating the value travel holds for our economy, 
businesses and personal well-being. This year’s 
activities focused on every facet of the industry with 
“The Future of Travel” as the theme, highlighting the 
collective recovery effort and what will contribute to 
future success: rebuilding the workforce, 
sustainability, mobility, safety/security, international 
competition, and inclusion. In Charlotte, the CRVA 
approached the annual tradition from an advocacy 
perspective, highlighting the region’s ongoing 
recovery and celebrating the people and businesses that make Charlotte such a dynamic, welcoming place. NTTW 
was used to underscore the value of the hospitality industry to the Charlotte region, and the CRVA’s role leading the 
recovery of the region’s visitor economy through strategic sales and marketing efforts in attracting travel to Charlotte.  
 
The CRVA also supported Global Meetings Industry Day (GMID), in collaboration with the Meeting Professionals 
International – Charlotte chapter and North Carolina Travel Industry Association. The CRVA hosted meetings and 
event professionals, hoteliers, business owners and hospitality industry representatives from across the state at the 
Charlotte Convention Center and NASCAR Hall of Fame to showcase the proven value that business meetings, 
conferences, conventions, trade shows and exhibitions bring to businesses and the economy. As part of GMID, a 
hospitality-related high school job fair was held for an estimated 400 students participating in the Career and 
Technical Education pathways program. The CRVA produced a video specifically for the day, which was shown to a 
global audience as part of the international broadcast of GMID activities around the world.  

 

Education Scholarships & Career Experiences  
The CRVA provides education scholarships and development opportunities to help expand the skills of new and 
current hospitality and tourism industry professionals in the region. This outreach is a valuable component in 
delivering advocacy messaging across the region on behalf of the CRVA and growing the next generation of leaders 
in Charlotte’s hospitality and tourism industry. In FY22, the CRVA awarded $6,000 in education scholarships to assist 

THE CRVA IS PROUD OF ITS LEADERSHIP ROLE  
IN THE COMMUNITY — AS AN ADVOCATE  

FOR THE VISITOR ECONOMY,  
A SUPPORTER OF THE INDUSTRY  

AND ITS FUTURE TALENT, AND A PARTNER IN 
MAKING THE REGION A BETTER PLACE  

FOR THOSE WHO LIVE AND VISIT HERE. 

https://t.e2ma.net/click/3ktq2e/jl4n14/r7ehjm


three students at local accredited institutions studying in hospitality-related programs who intend to launch their 
careers in and around the Queen City. Since 2006, the CRVA has awarded $89,000 in scholarships. 
 
A longstanding host employer with the Mayor’s Youth Employment Program, the CRVA welcomed seven MYEP 
interns who gained career perspectives in the areas of human resources and business support services, facilities and 
engineering, customer experience and visitor services, and retail, admissions, education and operations. The 
learning opportunities were intended to broaden the students’ knowledge and understanding about careers in 
hospitality and provide access to social capital that can support upward mobility and shape future outcomes.  

Charitable Giving & Community Support 

The CRVA remained committed to supporting community nonprofits by implementing a variety of employee-centric 
giving campaigns and external philanthropic initiatives. The United Way of Central Carolinas, Arts & Science Council, 
Classroom Central, Second Harvest Food Bank of Metrolina, Levine Children’s Hospital, Room In The Inn, Veterans 
Bridge Home, and Sterling Elementary School all benefited from the passion of CRVA employees and guests.  

The CRVA Special Events & Projects Grant program awards in-kind marketing and communications support to 
happenings that enrich the Charlotte region, adding to the culture, quality of life and character of our region as well as 
drawing visitors and creating economic impact. In FY22, a total value of $37,000 was offered in support to eight local 
partners across the region, including the inaugural BayHaven Food & Wine Festival, BrightFire Music & Arts Festival 
at Historic Rural Hill, Festival of India, Charlotte Kids Festival in University City and the Durag Festival on Juneteenth.  

Sustainability efforts across CRVA-managed venues also contributed to the health and wellbeing of the community. 
Energy and water conservation, food composting and food donations, recycling and waste minimization, and 
environmental purchasing are all operational investments made by the CRVA to protect and preserve the region’s 
quality of life for visitors and residents alike.  
 

List of activities in progress including upcoming events/discussions 
• Land exchange and Charlotte Convention Center plaza enhancements: As proposed, the land exchange 

preserves land adjacent to the Convention Center, controlled by the City for future use, allowing us to 
explore options to grow Charlotte’s competitiveness. City Council approved the request to adopt a resolution 
authorizing the exchange of certain real property rights between the City of Charlotte and 401 S College 
Street NC, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company; and authorized the City Manager, or his designee, to 
execute any documents necessary to complete this transaction in conformity herewith during the Council 
meeting on November 28, 2022. CRVA will begin working with the new owner to move the land exchange 
forward through next year leading to a potential closing in early fall of 2023.   
 

• Spectrum Center: The City successfully negotiated a 15-year extension with the Charlotte Hornets that will 
keep the team in the Queen City through 2045. As part of the process and in recognition of the venue’s 
economic and community impact, $215 million in enhancements will be made to Spectrum Center using 
hospitality tax revenues that the CRVA helped generate. These improvements will undoubtedly position 
Charlotte for future strategic events and make Spectrum Center one of the premier destinations for sports 
and entertainment in the Carolinas. The project is anticipated to be completed on a rolling basis through 
summer 2026. 
 



• Bojangles Entertainment Complex: FY23 provides additional opportunities to enhance the customer 
experience, including a parking lot resurfacing and potential security equipment upgrades that would 
improve patron flow into the facility.  

 

Issues that need to be addressed 
The region’s strong visitor economy generates $7.8 billion in direct visitor spending with local businesses annually. 
One in nine residents’ jobs are dependent on a vital and healthy tourism industry in Charlotte, representing more than 
147,000 leisure and hospitality jobs, the region’s fourth largest employment sector. 
 
The CRVA is confident in the leadership of the City Manager, City Council, Jobs & Economic Development 
Committee and City staff to make decisions that best serve the collective interests of hospitality-related businesses, 
their employees and the larger $7.8 billion visitor economy.  
 

Recommendations to the City Council 
The Charlotte Regional Visitors Authority is a North Carolina public authority established under the Charter of the City 
of Charlotte, and as such, relies on the support of the City’s appointed and elected officials to achieve our vision. We 
are grateful for the collaborative relationship between the City and the CRVA, and the work done during FY22 to help 
the tourism industry, businesses and residents employed in hospitality continue to recover from the devastating 
effects of the pandemic.  
 
A healthy tourism sector raises the region's profile, showcases the community’s southern hospitality, helps support 
broader economic development initiatives, upward mobility and revenue to invest in our community. Strengthening 
the community’s economic position and vitality provides opportunity for all people in the region. The benefits of a 
strong visitor economy reach across a community, including employment opportunities, local business support, visitor 
spending and increased quality of life. 
 
The net new money generated by visitor spending has supported major strategic events that also create economic 
impact and draw national and international attention to the Queen City. Some of Charlotte’s most notable assets 
developed and maintained by tourism industry revenue include, but are not limited to, Truist Field, Levine Center for 
the Arts, Discovery Place, Bank of America Stadium, NASCAR Hall of Fame, Charlotte Convention Center, Spectrum 
Center and historic Bojangles Entertainment Complex. 
 
The City and CRVA are important partners in positioning Charlotte as the Southeast’s most sought-after destination 
for visitors, conventions and strategic events. Through our partnership, we should continually develop long-term 
plans that allow us to invest in assets and targeted marketing that spur this component of economic development. 
Strategic investments in tourism-related infrastructure and spending that supports the visitor economy can serve as a 
vital catalyst in ensuring Charlotte remains an attractive place to live, start a career or business, go to college or 
retire.  
 
The CRVA strives to be a careful steward of the dollars entrusted to it and encourages the City to support the tourism 
industry and the long-lasting dividends it consistently generates for the Charlotte region. 
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